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Abstract

In the eastern period of socio and political poetry there are attending on Hafiz Ibrahim on the proper identified method. All the basic approaches regarding the historical utilizations are developed the better impact on basic variables. The actual impact always justified the better attempt on the development of the political attempt in an appropriate way. Hafiz Ibrahim was the most eminent poet in the western eras and he has determined the basic thought on various moods on political and socio elements properly. Eastern countries have developed their political attempt with the help of the poem which is reviewing the variables and determining respective approaches as much as possible.
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Introduction

This paper properly illustrates nineteenth-century socio-political poetry thought. In order to address the various suspicion always utilize the proper aspect which is to determine all the subjects in an appropriate way. There are western activities where poetry is going up to the socio and political effect on the basic movements. In addition, the poets have developed their thought for improving the better approach for reflected own perceptions on development of political thoughts. In this research, Hafiz Ibrahim was the most eminent poet in the western eras who determine the basic thought on various moods on political and socio elements properly. Eastern countries have developed their political attempt with the help of the poem which is reviewing the variables and determining respective approaches as much as possible.
Biography of Hafiz Ibrahim

In the western century of Egypt country, there is a new poet was arrived whose thoughts and perceptions justified the socio-political approach to his poem. The poet's name was Hafiz Ibrahim he elaborates on his own motivational thought on the various subjective attempts for emphasized political thought. In order to the growth of sociological concepts to be defined the process of subjective resources is a brief discussion in better way (Aitir et al. 2018). In his childhood, his uncle used to goes him to school and also identified his mental approach to poetry. In addition, Taha Hussin says his perception the socio-political poetry is justified by the various subjective issues and determines the respective thought appropriately. The eastern era always defines his poetry style in a proper way and must be clarified the respect for his own activities. His whole life, he focused the respective attempt on the growth of verified activities reflecting in the crucial approach. Hereby, the subjective ministerial attempt which is justified the whole program function appropriately (Al Ma`ar 2018). In the middle of his age, he justified his activities in different types of development his activities on political poetry. Therefore, the dimensional working approach in his career defines his thinking process and identified the activities on the knowledgeable factors.

Literary works

Hafiz Ibrahim wrote his first political poem on the Laila Styh on the activities of determination of utilizing thought process. In order to the growth of implication, sections determine the aspect of various fundamentals in a reflective way. As per the critical analysis of Abvalshbab et al. (2018), the literary approach always understands the various developments in the process which is actually figuring out the concept of impact on resources. The activities are always justified the crucial justification on the high attentive function and define the variables with respect to the better attempt. In order to in the eastern period, the poetry approach is always to handle the thinking activities on the development of crucial analysis impact which is justified by the variables of the poem (Alfakhvry Hanna 2018). Furthermore, the different attempts at the variables are focused on the critical socio-political approach which is always to justify the crucial verification.

Arabic poetry in contemporary area

Poetry has increased the thought procedure which justified the contemporary era in the eastern decade. In order to the Arabic prominence on the subjective resources to be justified the variables on determine the bibliographical analysis in a suitable way. All of the traditional approaches to the socio-political poet are defined as the variables on justifying of the variables based on the ancient literature. As highlighted by Abrahim et al. (2020), the Arabic analysis always utilizes the development of the growth of perception on the thinking impact which is always to define the innovative inspection. In order to poetries are developed the variables in the development surroundings gathered on the various procedure. From the literature point of view, the approach regarding the variables of the Arabic poem is always justified by the political perspective. Therefore, the impact on the growth of variables is raised in the illustration of the proper thinking process (Al-Khafaji et al. 2018). The poets understand the obligatory identified on the basic attempt on the variables of utilizing circumstances in the
continuous process of provision. In addition, the impact is defined as the respective procedure in the activities of variables as well as the impact of subjective aspects on Abbasid poets.

**Features of poem**

Hafiz Ibrahim's poem is based on the community of politics where all the variables are discussed in the socio-thinking approach. There is an oppressed person willing to do some crucial activities on the variables of the description of the variables and also described various attempts. All the verification of crucial development is on the social approach of Hafiz Ibrahim's poem. In order to the basic modifications are also described the crucial thinking activities on the resources which describe the growth of implication on an anthology. As stated by Dlsha *et al.* (2018), the description of the features of his poem always utilizes the variables on the additionally the resources of better contemporaries. In order to the features always utilize the thinking process on variables and permit handling the Arab nations on the development of various subjective approaches (Al Ma`ar 2018). Therefore, the basic development of the Arabic poem is justified by the variables on the development of crucial development on critical discrimination in the overall illustration of justifying the reputation of civil works. In order to the variables are determining the foreign interventions which are exclaimed to people stand out in their own intellect against the foreign interventions.

**Political awaking symbol**

Hafez Ibrahim criticized the socio-political thinking described by the method of the impact of variables on extra effect on the reflective idea and utilizes the intention of the various aspect which justified the crucial analysis (Msdy, 2019). In order to the basic idea to be described the fundamental development on the impact of variables of praised against on civilization work process. In addition, the activities are related to the functional activities on the impact of various determinants on the high attention of the poverty of basic activities (Hdarh *et al.* 2019). All of the waking criteria determine subjective authentication on a better description of the political perspective.

**Anti-colonialism in poetry**

There are some barriers to political poetry written by Hafez Ibrahim where all types of descriptions are mentioned properly. Therefore, the basic idea which is described on the growth of implications is verified the notable portions in a proper way (Zyf *et al.* 2019). Hence, a better description is always to utilize the better resources and also described the fundamental perspective. Furthermore, the threatening people have described the better aspect of the various discrimination priorities on the development of the official representatives.

**Eastern modeling**

Hafez's poem is another creative approach to attempt the verified the eastern modeling on the impact of the fundamental attempt. In order to functional criteria is also described the growth of variables and addressed east, and west preferences. As highlighted by Zayat *et al.* (2018), the western approach is described as the growth of complementary things on the verified of the various subjective description of the process of poetry. In order to
all the variables must be clarified the organizational preferences on the development of the various thinking procedure respectively.

**Patriotic sense**

The nationalist poem has always described the motivation of the socio-thinking approach on described the better chances of the impact of variables. Hafiz wanted to identify the curriculum activities on the identification of the whole procedure. As per the critical analysis of Al-Khafaji et al. (2019), the idea regarding the variables on the development of the priorities on the described variables has described the variables. In order to the political approach on the better subjective of the poetry always highlighted the subjective development of further elements. The scenes of his poem justified the whole nation on development criteria and clarified the functional discrimination.

**Heroic poetry**

Hafez Ibrahim described the political approach in his poem and allows to blooming of the understanding level based on the impact of the socio-political approach. As stated by Zayat et al. (2020), the descriptions of the development of socio-poetry are properly crucial to be knowledgeable of the circumstance approach. In order to the historical attempts, the described better aspects regarding the crucial fundamental on the better chances on reflective activities. Therefore, the evaluation of the poem is organized through the reflective deicriminery on the method of variables on the essential educational process of women's education policies properly.

**Conclusion**

Thus, in this research, it can be concluded that Hafez Ibrahim colonists had a better political and socio-thinking procedure for poetry. In the eastern era, there is the property on the humiliated area on the development of the variables and must describe the fundamental impact of the crucial development. In order to in Egypt, social evolution is justified by the functional criteria where all the development issues are verified on the better chances of the impact of various variables. Hence, the fundamental authorities are diplomatic authorities, and their functional criteria on visualized of the contemporary era. All of the political issues are raised on the attentive criteria based which allow reflection on the modern period of poetry.
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